THE  TRAIN
shy modest and consistent, did not take to the boisterous
Faina. The matron's open way of running after men
seemed immoral to Olga Mikhailovna. Without mean-
ing to, she kept picking on Faina, never overlooking the
slightest failing. At the daily ten-minute conference in
the morning, when all the medical personnel gathered,
Olga Mikhailovna never missed a chance to give Faina
a pinprick about her mistakes. Thgy were all trifles—
that two of Faina's throat patients had broken the
regulations and gone strolling about the train; that,
owing to a nurse's oversight, a patient who was on
strict diet had eaten a cabbage-pie bought from a
woman at a station. Olga Mikhaflovna's voice rang with
a sharp edge when she disclosed these disgraceful affairs,
while Faina sat there crimson, breathing hard. It was
difficult for her to justify herself. It was true—the men
had been walking about the train; it was true that the
lieutenant from coach five had eaten the cabbage-pie
and had later vomited, and it was also true that Faina
had to answer for it all.
It was all very well for Olga Mikhailovna; in her
Krieger coach she had only a hundred and ten men—
and what were they like?—Almost all of them ampu-
tation cases, tied down to their beds. There they lay,
poor beggars, in their cots with side-nets like children,
and for the most part kept quiet. There was no need to
worry about anybody there breaking the rules, taking a
walk along the train, or going in his pyjamas to buy pies
or vodka at the stops. ..,
She, Faina, had about three hundred people in her
charge whenever the train was loaded. As soon as
dinner was over, treatment began—massage, baths,
electric treatment—enough to drive you crazy; from
morning till night the sisters and nurses ran themselves
off their feet, and Faina most of all. And then try to keep
an eye on each and every one, to see that he did not eat
anything that was forbidden! Those weren't old men or
paralytics, good Lord! They were healthy young
~ slightly wounded, but full of life. At first, when
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